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INTRODUCTION

In March 1997, Pennsylvania Power & Light Company (PP&L) Susquehanna

Riverlands management personnel contracted with Ecology Ill, Inc. to decrease the

population of purple loosestrife, Lythrum salicaria L., in the Riverlands Recreational and

Wetlands Nature Areas. PP&L Riverlands personnel had determined that this alien plant

species, if left unchecked, would continue to spread throughout the wetland areas of the

park, further compromising the native flora and fauna. This report details the program to

control purple loosestrife by Ecology. Ill during 1997.

METHODS

In our proposal to PP&L (Ecology Ill, Inc. 1997), we advocated a combination of

control methods for this program. These methods included mechanical removal of plants

and also the use of a chemical herbicide. Furthermore, we proposed using controlled

burning to thin some of the thickest stands of loosestrife growth from the previous year.

A field survey in March 1997 indicated that purple loosestrife was abundant in some

areas of both the Wetlands Nature Area (Map 1) and the Intake Building area of the

Riverlands (Map 2).

On 28 March, we attempted to burn dried, dense stands of loosestrife, still standing

from the previous growing season in the Wetlands Nature Area. We speculated that

burning the old plants would make it easier to apply the chemical herbicide to new

loosestrife growth, while also destroying any of the seeds remaining in these plants. Using

a hand-held propane torch, we tried to burn the individual plants found in the area

immediately north of the Waterfowl Pond. However, despite the dried appearance of the
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plants, they proved to be somewhat resistant to the fire. Only one small portion of a dense

stand of plants was successfully burned, and that was primarily due to a light wind that

helped the spread of the fire. As a result, further attempts at burning the loosestrife were

abandoned.

Some efforts were made to extract plants from the ground mechanically. However,

the underground stem (rhizome) and root systems of these plants made this option very,

difficult and time consuming. Furthermore, because this type of extraction left portions of

the rhizome intact underground, and Ioosestrife is known to regenerate from rhizome

fragments, we decided that this was not a viable option for loosestrife control in areas that

had significant infestations such as the Riverlands and Wetlands areas.

The final proposed method for loosestrife control, a chemical herbicide, was the

most widely used and successful of our methods. The herbicide of choice was a

formulation of glyphosate with a non-ionic surfactant. This compound is specifically

approved for application over standing water, an important consideration in the use of

herbicides in wetland areas. In addition, we also added a coloring agent so sprayed areas

could be clearly delineated to avoid overlapping our application.

HERBICIDE APPLICATION

Following the recommendations of the herbicide manufacturer, we began

application of the compound when the loosestrife began to flower in early July. The

herbicide was applied to the plants using backpack spraying units. These enabled us to

apply the compound in specific locations, thereby minimizing the amount of the herbicide

falling on non-target species. Generally, the compound was clearly effective within seven
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days, causing notable wilt and discoloration of the plants. Figure 1 shows the selectivity

of our application where dead loosestrife is surrounded by the green, native vegetation.

As a result,. populations of native plant species of wetlands were relatively unharmed.

Spraying was done on ten dates from 10 July through 10 October. All totaled, 178 gallons

of a 1.5% concentration of the herbicide were applied to the loosestrife.

The herbicide application was done incrementally throughout the Wetlands and

Riverlands areas. The first area sprayed was the Wetlands, north of the Waterfowl Pond

(Map 1). This area included the field immediately north of the pond (west of the stream

that enters the pond) and the small area opposite this field that we burned off in March.

Gradually, we expanded our spraying to include sections adjoining Beaver Trail leading.

to its convergence with Great Warriors Path. A boat was used to apply herbicide to

loosestrife growing along the Canal and Beaver Pond in the Wetlands. The next area

sprayed -was the Riverland's lay-down area northwest of the Susquehanna SES River

Intake Building (Map 2). After this area was completed, we concentrated on those sections

near the beginning of the Susquehanna SES Environmental Laboratory access road. Most

of the primary spraying applications were completed by 25 July. During August through

October, we did secondary sprayings as deemed necessary in all these areas to control

small isolated colonies or plants unaffected by earlier applications.

In one area of the Wetlands, we removed the loosestrife that we had sprayed to see

if this facilitated the regeneration of native plant species. This was done in an area along

Beaver Trail where the loosestrife had been particularly dense. The dried loosestrife was

cut with a gas-powered brush cutter and the plant material was removed to a place near

the railroad bed. We reasoned that the dead, dried plants blocked sunlight from reaching
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the soil and inhibited subsequent regeneration of the native flora. Once the plants were

removed and the area began to receive sunlight, there was some regeneration of native

plants, especially grasses and cattails. This practice also made it more efficient for us to

make secondary herbicide treatments to small loosestrife plants that sprouted from the

large root clumps in this area. In spite of the drought conditions experienced in the early

part of this year, this effort was judged to be reasonably successful. Perhaps if rainfall had

been more abundant earlier in the growing season, even more regeneration would have

occurred.

While the sizes of the individual loosestrife plants varied throughout the growing

season, most encountered during the majority of the herbicide application were more than

4 feet tall. During sprayings in August, however, we encountered plants 7 feet tall. The

wand attachment to the nozzle of the backpack spray units proved beneficial for efficient

application of the herbicide to such large plants.

We were concerned about the influence of the spraying on the overall aesthetics

of the natural areas. By early August, the majority of the loosestrife in the Riverlands and

Wetlands had died and turned a deep brown color. This was most apparent in the densest

stands of loosestrife. Although these brown areas clearly stood out from the background

of the summer green, most of the sprayed areas had enough individual plants of other

species to sustain their natural beauty. Aesthetics, however, was another reason for

removing dead loosestrife from the dense area along Beaver Trail mentioned earlier. The

attractiveness of this area was largely improved once the dead plant material was

removed.
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PROJECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The true efficacy of the herbicide application cannot be evaluated until the 1998

growing season. The amount of loosestrife growth in the sprayed areas next year will

indicate how successful the herbicide was in killing the plant rhizomes. Due to the large

loosestrife seed bank in the soil, some loosestrife will certainly grow in the Riverlands and

Wetlands areas in 1998. However, despite the certainty of its presence, we expect a

significant reduction in the size of the overall population.

It is our recommendation that the present control program remain in place for 1998.

While we anticipate that the amount of spraying necessary next year should be less than

this year, it would be most prudent if next year's control program was similarly funded as

the one in 1997.

It is unlikely that loosestrife will ever be totally eradicated from the Riverlands and

Wetlands. There are large amounts of source material for seeds present on the nearby

islands and riverbanks of the Susquehanna River. However, with an aggressive control

program we should be able to reduce the population in the park to small isolated plants

that will have little impact on native flora. This will require constant vigilance and some

form of ongoing treatment.

REFERENCE

Ecology Ill, Inc. 1997. Proposal to control purple loosestrife in the Susquehanna

Riverlands. Submitted to Pennsylvania Power & Light Company. February 1997.
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FIGURE 1

Dead purple loosestrife plants among living native plants in the Wetlands Nature Area.
The photographs show the selectivity of our herbicide applications.
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Environmental Evaluation No. 06-004

SUSQUEHANNA SES ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION FORM

A. Description of ActivitylEvent:
SSES Parking Lot Expansion / Erosion Mitigation Project

B. Environmental Impacts:
Earth-moving and stormwater diversion work to improve erosion control in Soith, Central, and North Drainage Areas,
performance of actual work may create temporary erosion uisks.

C. Reference (DGP, WA, CR #, Correspondence, PersonsNotified, Other):
Finding No. 20044A- 1076-03, from 2004 Environmental Management Department Multi-Media Audit, A Comprehensive
Review of Erosion Control Issues (Jnte, 2005); Project to be managed under PCWO # 811445.

Chemistry-Environmental Services (CH-ES) will complete this evaluation, complete item LD, and forward to the

Supervisor - Chemistry Program & Svcs, NUCSA3., Otherwise, complete applicable sections of Item II below.

D. Contact Person M.M. Force Loc: NUCTRI Need Date: 1_0/16/2006 ETN: 254-1929

II. A. Type of Evaluation:

[ Unreviewed Environmental Question Evaluation (For Proposed Activities) Complete Section 11.B

C1 Significant Environmental Event Evaluation (For Oper atin Occurrences) Complete Section JI.C

B. Unreviewed Envlronmental Question Status

1. Does this proposed activity involve a significant environmental impact (as exemplified in Attachment A) not
previously evaluated in the Environmental Report-Operating License Stage?

Basis El YES [ NO
The environmental Impacts of this activity (i.e. earth moving and soil erosion) have boon previously valueated in the Envi•ronmntal Report -
Operating License stage, are to support rQmannenit stabilization of the site, and dio not represent a significant environmnental impact not
previously evaluated.

2. Does this proposed activity Involve a significant increase in environmental impact previously evaluated in
the Environmental Report-Operating License Stage?

Basis 0 YES J0 NO
While the scope of the excavation activity does impact greater than I acre (hence requiring an erosion control plan). it doews not represent an
increase in environmental Impacl previously evaluated, Controls being implemented per tho LCC(J-approved Efosion & Sedimentation (E&s)
Control Plan, work plans, and contrct specifications will ensure environmental Impacts are within bounds of previously evaluated activities
associated wih expected station operation and maintenance.

3. Does this proposed activity involve a change in effluents or gower level beyond present licensed operating
limits?

Basis E3 YES [J NO
The installation of additional parking and erosion control measures will not affect powor levels., and controls being implemented per the
LCCD-approved Erosion & Sedimentabon (E&S) Control Plan. wo*r plans, and contract specifications will ensure no significant change in
effluents during or after Installation of the project.

Nomr: Forward completed evaluation to the Supervisor - Chemistry Programs & Svcs. NUCSA3. If the answer

Is YES to any of the above questions, Chemistry - Environmental Services must prepare a written
evaluation and obtain NRC approval before physical work is undertaken.

FORM NDAP-QA-0642-1, Rev. 5, Page 1 of 2 (Electronic Form)



C. Significant Enviro~nmental Event.Status

1. Does this operating occurrence involve a significant environmental event, as exemplified In Attachment
8, or any other event which indicates or could result in significant environmental impact related to station
operation or associated, facilities?

Basis U YES E3 NO

NOTE: Forward completed evaluation to the Supervisor - Chemistry Programs & Svcs, NUCSA3, If the answer
is YES to the above question, the information shall be documented on a Condition Report to accomplish
the 24-hour NRC notification and follow up. Copies of any additional documentation shall be forwarded
to the Supervisor - Chemistry Programs & Svcs.

D. Preparer * Jerrold McCormick Loc: NUCSA3 Date: 10/13/2006 ETN: 3014
(EG-932 Qualification Required)

Ill. A. Additional Conecrns:
This work is oeing performed/overseen via contract by LandStudies, Inc (LSi). Related work includes providing lighting for
the new gravel overflow parking lo& and retarring / refining the southern portion of the exisling lot.

B. Chemistry Systems Revlew:

Reviewer*

7 -ificaion R

ate, 065___
Date /zApproved by:

Distribution: M.M. Force NUCTR1

C.H. Saxton NUCSA3
T. Bannon GENPL5
R.E. Smith NUCSA4
M.S. Gorski GENPL5
J.S. Fields GENPL5
B.E. Rhoads NUCSA3
W.E. Morrissey NUCSA4
A.M. Bannon GENPL4
J,P. Schmidt GENTW17
N.A. Evans GENTW17
W.M. Rigotti NUCSB2.
DCS NUCSA2

FORM NDAP-QA-0642-1, Rev. 5, Page 2 of 2 (Electronic Form)
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Environmental Evaluation No. 03-004

SUSQUEHANNA SES ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION FORM

L.A Description of Activity/Event:

Bald Eagle found by boater in Susquehanna River near SSES

B. Environmental Impacts:

Possible impact from SSES operation on protected species

C. Reference (DCP, WA, CR #, Correspondence, Persons Notified, Other):

CR 470643, info provided by Jeff Luzenski (EMD), Fred Gast Susq. Riverlands & Doug Gross
Susq. Envirolab etc.
If you would like Chemistry-Environmental Services (CH-ES) to complete this evaluation, complete
item I.D. and forward to the Supervisor - Chemistry Systems, NUCSA1. Otherwise, complete
applicable sections of item II below.

D. Contact Person Jerry Fields Loc SSES Need Date 5/512003 ETN 7889

H.A. Type of Evaluation:

O] Unreviewed Environmental Question Evaluation (For Proposed Activities) Complete Section ll.B.

0 Significant Environmental Event Evaluation (For Operating Occurrences) Complete Section lI.C

B. Unreviewed Environmental Question Status (Circle One)

1. Does this proposed activity involve a significant environmental impact (as exemplified in
Attachment A) not Previously evaluated in the Environmental Report-Operating License Stage?

DYES ONO

2. Does this proposed activity involve an increase in environmental impact oreviously evaluated in the
Environmental Report-Operating License Stage?

[3 YES El NO

Basis

3. Does this proposed activity involve a change in effluents or power level beyond present licensed
operating limits?

[I YES -' NO

Basis

FORM NDAP-QA-0642-1, Rev. 4, Page 1 of 3



NOTE: Forward completed evaluation to the Supervisor - Chemistry Systems, NUCSA1. If the
answer is YES to any of the above questions, Chemistry - Environmental Services must
prepare a written evaluation and obtain NRC approval before physical work is undertaken.

C. Significant Environmental Event Status

1. Does this operating occurrence involve a significant environmental event, as exemplified in
Attachment B, or any other event which indicates or could result In significant
environmental impact related to station operation or associated facilities?

EJYES INO

Basis

On Friday April 25,2003 reportedly around 2:30pm a mature male bald eagle was found
floating in the Susquehanna River by a boater on the opposite shore from SSES. The
boater contacted the PA Game Commission who responded and took the bird decribed as
relatively fresh to the Carbon County Environmental Education Center for a preliminary
autopsy. Examination including xray were inconclusive but suggested some trauma
possibly electrocution. A secondary Necropsy performed a few days later concluded the
bird died of congestive heart failure, with secondary trauma from electrocution. The bird
was described as a very sick, weak bird suffering from an enlarged heart and liver prior to
death. The conclusion is this event was not causally related to station operation. It Is
however indicative of the increasing population of bald eagles in Pennsylvania and along
the Susquehanna River as corborated by numerous sitings and documentation on the
subject. According to information provided it appears if electrocution was involved it was
more likely from low voltage source possibly distribution network upriver and may have
been the result of the poor condition of the bird. Healthy specimens observed numerous
times before including a known pair observed after this event have noticibly never been
observed perched on the high voltage tranmission lines or structures and feedback from
experts is they can detect the higher voltage and avoid it.

NOTE: Forward completed evaluation to the Supervisor - Chemistry Systems, NUCSAl. If the
answer is YES to the above question, the information shall be documented on a Condition
Report to accomplish the 24-hour NRC notification and follow up. Copies of any additional
documentation shall be forwarded to the Supervisor - Chemistry Systems.

D. Preparer Curtis H. Saxton Loc S&A 3 Date 5/212003 ETN 1879

iII.A Additional Concerns:

The NRC resident was informed of this event soon after the information was received, due to the
potential for public interest.

B. Chemistry Systems Review:

Reviewed by: Date _______

Approved by: _____ _____ Evaluation No.P3"OO0 Date ,i•/" 3

Distribution: Herb Woodeshick NUCIN
Jerry Fields GenA93
Jerrold McCormick NUC S&A1

FORM NDAP-QA-0642-1, Rev. 4, Page 2 of 3
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Environmental Evaluation No. 06-005

SUSQUEHANNA SES ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION FORM

A. Description of Activity/Event:
West Building Parking Lot Expansion

B. Environmental Impacts:
Earth-moving and stormwater diversion work.

C. Reference (DCP, WA, CR #, Correspondence, Persons Notified, Other):
ARIHWR # 808354, Wetland Delineation for West Building Area Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, 5 May 2004

Chemistry-Environmental Services (CH-ES) will complete this evaluation, complete item I.D. and forward to the

Supervisor - Chemistry Program & Svcs, NUCSA3. Otherwise, complete applicable sections of item II below.

D. Contact Person Marty Force Loc: NUCTR1 Need Date: 10/26/2006 ETN: 254-1929

II. A. Type of Evaluation:

[ Unreviewed Environmental Question Evaluation (For Proposed Activities) Complete Section iI.B

FJ Significant Environmental Event Evaluation (For Operating Occurrences) Complete Section lI.C

B. Unreviewed Environmental Question Status

1. Does this proposed activity involve a significant environmental impact (as exemplified in Attachment A) not
previously evaluated in the Environmental Report-Operating License Stage?

Basis .] YES [ NO
The environmental Impacts of this activity (i.e. earth moving and stormwater diversion work near the West Building) have been previously*
evaluated in the Environmental Report - Operating License stage. The expansion of the West Building Parking Lot does not represent a
significant environmental Impact not previously evaluated.

2. Does this proposed activity involve a significant increase in environmental impact Previously evaluated in
the Environmental Report-Operating License Stage?

Basis F] YES [ NO
The scope of the excavation activity does NOT impact greater than I acre, and it does not represent an increase In environmental impact
previously evaluated.

3. Does this proposed activity involve a change in effluents or power level beyond present licensed operating
limits?

Basis EJ YES [ NO
The expansion of the West Building parking lot will not affect plant power levels or affect a change in plant effluents.

NOTE: Forward completed evaluation to the Supervisor - Chemistry Programs & Svcs, NUCSA3. If the answer
is YES to any of the above questions, Chemistry - Environmental Services must prepare a written
evaluation and obtain NRC approval before physical work is undertaken..

FORM NDAP-QA-0642-1, Rev. 5, Page 1 of 2 (Electronic Form)



C. Significant Environmental Event Status

1. Does this operating occurrence involve a significant environmental event, as exemplified in Attachment
B, or any other event which indicates or could result in significant environmental impact related to station
operation or associated facilities?

Basis [ YES 1] NO

NOTE: Forward completed evaluation to the Supervisor - Chemistry Programs & Svcs, NUCSA3. If the answer
is YES to the above question, the information shall be documented on a Condition Report to accomplish
the 24-hour NRC notification and follow up. Copies of any additional documentation shall be forwarded
to the Supervisor - Chemistry Programs & Svcs.

D. Preparer* Jerrold McCormick Loc: NUCSA3 Date: 10/26/2006 ETN: 3014
(EG-932 Qualification Required)

Ill. A. Additional Concerns:
A wetland delineation was conducted by James D. Montgomery, Ph.D.(Ecology III) in 2004to ensure any expansion of the
West Building Parking Lot would not impact any wetlands. See 'Wetland Delineation for West Building Area Susquehanna
Steam Electric Station, 5 May 2004" for details. Recommend that generic erosion control guidance available in NDAP-QA-
0642 (Attachment D) be followed during lot expansion work. Any clean fill generated during the excavation phase will need to
be transported to the site's formal clean fill area; final disposition requires a Waste Pregen Form (NDAP.-O0-0649. 1) to be

submitted to Chemsitry-Environmental Services.

B. Chemist Systems iew:

Revieerer* Xýý Date Iola, 40
(EG-932 Qualification Required).

Approved by: ' _ -ý. f, Iot-a Date

Distribution: M.M. Force NUCTRI
=09M Vjn = (c N w utma w

C.H. Saxton NUCSA3
T.D. Belles NUCSA3
B.E. Rhoads
R.E. Smith
W.E. Morrissey

NUCSA3
NUCSA4
NUCSA4

J.S. Fields GENPL5
A.M. Bannon
J.P. Schmidt

GENPL4
GENTW1 7

W.M. Rigotti NUCSB2
S.E. Davis
DCS,

NUCSB2
NUCSA2
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